Runoff from animal production facilities contains various microbial pathogens which pose a health hazard to both humans and animals. Rotavirus is a frequently detected pathogen in agricultural runoff and the leading cause of death among children around the world. Diarrheal infection caused by rotavirus causes more than two million hospitalizations and death of more than 500,000 children every year. Very little information is available on the environmental factors governing rotavirus transport in surface runoff. The objective of this study is to model rotavirus transport in overland flow and to compare the model results with experimental observations. A physically based model, which incorporates the transport of infective rotavirus particles in both liquid (suspension or free-floating) and solid phase (adsorbed to soil particles), has been used in this study. Comparison of the model results with experimental results showed that the model could reproduce the recovery kinetics satisfactorily but under-predicted the virus recovery in a few cases when multiple peaks were observed during experiments. Similarly, the calibrated model had a good agreement between observed and modeled total virus recovery. The model may prove to be a promising tool for developing effective management practices for controlling microbial pathogens in surface runoff.
INTRODUCTION
States (Bhattarai ) . Furthermore, rotavirus is a leading cause of death of children around the globe. Rotavirus infection kills more than 500,000 children under the age of five every year, most of them in developing countries (Feng et al. ) . Even in a developed country like the United States, rotavirus was estimated to be the cause of about 60,000 hospitalizations and 37 deaths annually during 1993 -2003 . Apart from humans, rotavirus has a wide host range including many mammalian species like pigs (Ferrari & Gualandi ) , lambs (Wray et al. ) , foals (Conner & Darlington ) , rabbits (Conner et al. ) and deer (Smith & Tzipori ) .
The risk of pathogenic contamination is not only a human health hazard but also a potential threat to the continued existence of animal operations. To design and develop pathogen control practices, microbial transport processes in surface runoff need to be properly understood and 
METHODOLOGY

Experimental setup
The rotavirus overland transport experiments were completed using three soils (Catlin silt-loam, Alvin fine sandy-loam, and Darwin silty-clay) and three cover con- The rainfall simulator used in this study measured 1.07 × 0.66 m in size and was constructed using 12.7 mm PVC pipe.
Since adequate droplets were not produced by the mister nozzles, a common fiberglass window screen with 1 mm square openings was placed 305 mm below the arrangement of nozzles. The nozzles sprayed water onto the screen and droplets were allowed to fall onto the surface below, more closely mimicking natural rainfall droplets. This small scale rainfall simulator can produce rainfall intensities from 23 to 90 mm/hr. In this study, 65 mm/hr rainfall intensity, which represents the 25-year event for east-central Illinois, was used for all soil and cover conditions. The rotavirus FFUs were enumerated by counting the number of the FFUs present in a given sample at a ×100 magnification using a Nikon TS 100 inverted microscope equipped with a computer-controlled electronic stage and Spot RT-slider CCD camera. The experimental results were used to parameterize and validate the model results.
Modeling framework
The Concentrations of free virus in water (C 1 ), attached to immobile soil particles (C 2 ), attached to mobile soil particles (C 3 ) were calculated using the following set of mass balance equations:
where k 12 ¼ rate constant for the conversion of pathogen from C1 to C2 state, k 21 ¼ rate constant for the conversion of pathogen from C2 to C1 state, k 23 ¼ rate constant for the conversion of pathogen from C2 to C3 state, and k d ¼ virus decay rate.
The system of mass-balance equations was solved using the following initial and boundary conditions: (a) initial con-
is the concentration of rotavirus applied to the system; and (b)
conditions reflected the assumptions that at time zero the rotavirus particles were unattached and freely moving in the water, and no continuous source of rotavirus exists at x ¼ 0.
Since viruses were immobile in the C 2 stage, the flow velocity component in Equation (2) Initial approximation for the parameter k 12 was obtained from a study by Ling et al. () . They conducted a long centrifuge experiment to obtain an approximate partitioning coefficient (k d ) for bacteria. They found the coefficient to be a function of the clay content in soil as:
where CLAY ¼ the percentage of clay particles <0.002 mm in soil (the relationship was developed for 2 < CLAY % <50), A ¼ the slope of the regression in log-log coordinates (101.6 ± 0.9), B ¼ the intercept of the regression in log-log coordinates (1.98 ± 0.7). Parameter k 23 is the rate of microorganism-soil particle aggregate removal from the soil surface and can be obtained by analogy with soil erosion processes. Soil erosion mainly occurs due to raindrop impact and erosion caused by flowing water. Since the effect of these mechanisms is additive, initial approximation for k 23 can be obtained as:
where ad 23 ¼ 1/D ¼ detachability coefficient, P ¼ rainfall intensity, ae 23 ¼ coefficient of micro-aggregate entrainment by the flow, v ¼ flow velocity, and S ¼ bed slope.
Both of the vegetation parameters k 14 and k 41 were treated as calibration parameters in the absence of reliable parameter estimates in the literature.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The pathogen transport model developed by Bhattarai () was combined with WEPP to predict the fate and transport kinetics of infective rotavirus particles. The model was validated using data provided by Davidson et al. () . The results are presented and discussed in the following sections.
Runoff volume and rotavirus recovery
It was observed that the volumes of surface runoff obtained from the bare-ground conditions were consistently higher than those from vegetated conditions. This was observed for all three soils and both surface cover types. These find- 
Modeling result
For the WEPP model, many input parameters were obtained from the experimental setup such as soil plot length of 0.61 m, rainfall intensity of 65 mm/hr applied for 20 minutes and three different soil types (Catlin, Darwin and Alvin).
Hence, initial saturation level (antecedent moisture content) and soil hydraulic conductivity were used as the calibration parameters. The parameters were calibrated in such a way that Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency index or EI (Nash & Sut- cliffe ) and coefficient of determination (R 2 ) between observed and simulated runoff rate were maximized.
Since the moisture holding capacities and hydraulic concavities of bare and vegetated surfaces are different, the parameters were calibrated separately for those two conditions.
Runoff rate and volume
It was observed that WEPP simulation results for surface runoff rates were very consistent with the observed values for all three cover (bare and two vegetation types) and soil conditions. For example, the WEPP model results were in close agreement with the observed results for the Catlin soil beds with all three surface conditions (R 2 values of 0.65, 0.41 and 0.81 for bare, Brome and Fescue cover conditions, respectively). Figure 1 The statistical measure of goodness of fit between measured and WEPP simulated runoff rate for the three different cover and soil conditions is presented in Table 1 .
It was observed that both EI and R 2 values were high for the bare condition for all three soils. EI values for three vegetated cases were negative indicating the mean observed was a better estimate of the simulated results. 
Rotavirus recovery
After calibrating the WEPP model, the simulated outputs were used to drive the pathogen transport model. The For Alvin soil, the experimental data showed more than one peak in the rotavirus break-through curve for all three cover (bare and two vegetated) conditions. The rotavirus transport model could reproduce the first peak seen during the experiments; it could not replicate remaining peaks.
Hence, the comparison of observation and model simulation resulted in low R 2 values (0.61 for bare and 0.26 for Brome cover conditions). Figure 6 shows the comparison of total rotavirus recovery obtained from the transport model with the experimental results for three soils and three cover and k 21 were more sensitive compared to the parameter k 23 .
The parameter k 12 affected the peak of the rotavirus recovery curve while the parameter k 21 dictated the shape of the curve. Parameter k 23 governed the formation of pathogen and soil particle aggregate which was not quantified in this study. In the case of vegetated surface, parameters k 12 and k 14 were two sensitive parameters, which governed how many pathogens got attached to soil surface and vegetation, respectively. Parameters k 21 and k 41 were another set of 
